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1. The Formbridge project
The Formbridge project is aimed at young people who leave school with little or no
qualifications. For this group, it is difficult to find a training place and to follow a regular
apprenticeship. They are therefore threatened by youth unemployment and social exclusion.
Although solid progress has been made in recent years, too many young people still leave
school with low or no qualifications, and face a higher risk of unemployment, poverty and
social exclusion.
While there is an urgent need to coordinate actions between educational and non‐educational
players and find inclusive responses, several studies show that the cross‐curricular skills that
have become essential have an impact on life, academic and social success, as well as on the
decline in dropping out of studies.
The partnership, made up of 6 organizations from 5 member countries (France, Belgium,
Greece, Italy, Germany) proposes to promote formative bridges by framing the methods and
instruments of Learning by doing Pedagogy in the logic of evaluation and skills certification.
Based on a redesigned pedagogical approach, the partnership has set itself the following
objectives:
‐

create a benchmark for the evaluation of the skills mobilized by the experiences of
Learning by doing, in particular the transversal skills, which are recognized as much as
fundamental skills for professional integration, citizenship and the well‐being of the
individual (EACEA 2010 ‐2012).

‐

(re)define the training courses to the evolution of the labour market and to the needs
of companies and territories through the methodological approach of learning by
doing pedagogy which represents an opportunity to link learning, citizenship and
development of the territories.

‐

define the learning outcomes of the training courses of different sectors in connection
with the cultural heritage of the territories through the common European language
ECVET

‐

support the educational achievements of young people with the contribution of
representatives of the business world in order to break the cycle of inequalities,
poverty and exclusion.

‐

encourage and promote collaborative approaches and educational alliances aimed at
reducing early school leaving in their territory.

This document summarizes the units of learning outcomes and the learning outcomes (ECVET)
obtained in the different sites.
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2. Methods and objectives
The concept of skills and professional abilities has evolved over the years to include,
little by little, higher and higher levels of complexity, beyond the level of performance
which represents an essential, but not exhaustive, element.
According to Pellerey (2004), skills are made up of an integrated set of knowledge,
skills and autonomy necessary to accomplish a given task. Such a capacity in fact
requires the mobilization and orchestration of one's internal cognitive, affective and
volitional resources, as well as the coherent and fruitful use of the external resources
available.
Competence appears as the ability to put knowledge into practice in operational
situations.
Competences can be acquired at different levels and according to specific contexts,
and include three fundamental areas: theoretical knowledge, applied knowledge and
knowledge related to personal attitudes or characteristics.
Quaglino (1993) expresses this triarchic description of the concept of competence by
means of a triangle whose vertices are represented by knowledge (understood as the
specific knowledge required by the profession and the field of knowledge), aptitudes
(i.e. the professional capacities necessary for the execution of the work, in application
of the knowledge), and the qualities (defined as the personal characteristics essential
to mobilize the competences and to direct the organizational behaviour, for example
the creativity, the flexibility with the change).
For many years, the debate on the concept of competence considered the social and
personal dimensions as central. The Key Competence Framework (EU L394/2006)
defines "competence" as a set or combination of skills, knowledge and attitudes.
In the recommendations of the European Parliament and of the Council on key
competences for lifelong learning (EU L394/2006), competences are defined as those
which all individuals need for their development and personal development, active
citizenship, social inclusion and employment.
The reference framework establishes eight key competences, some of which are
fundamental (communication in the mother tongue, in foreign languages,
mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology, digital
competence) and others considered as transversal (critical thinking, creativity,
initiative, problem solving, risk assessment, decision making, communication,
constructive management of feelings).
These transversal skills (OECD, 2012) are defined as those that can be transferred from
job to job and applied and developed in any area of a person's life.
Cross‐curricular competencies refer to other frameworks that have been developed
and are widely recognized at scientific and institutional level. These include life skills,
defined by the World Health Organization in 1993 as social and interpersonal skills
that enable individuals to cope effectively with the demands of daily life, to have
2

trusting relationships with themselves, others and the community, and to have a
positive impact on contexts and individuals.
Another important framework for the definition of transversal competences was
developed by ISFOL in 1994: in this model, transversal competences represent the link
between personal resources (skills, technical knowledge and abilities, values) and the
characteristics and requirements of the task and the work context.
These are general and extended skills related to thinking and cognition processes,
patterns of behaviour in social and professional contexts, means and capacities for
thinking and using learning strategies and self‐correcting behaviour.
According to the definition of the European Commission, the learning outcomes units
of the Formbridge project are described as a coherent set of knowledge, skills and
competences (responsibility and autonomy) which can be assessed and validated.1
Usually, qualifications frameworks indicate the overall level of learning outcomes in a
qualification. For ECVET, the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is used as a
reference for the levels.2
With a low level of school education, the maximum level reached is generally not
higher than level 2 of the European Qualifications Framework. For this reason, the
project will design units of learning outcomes for this level. This level is described by
the European Commission as follows:3

1

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/de/publications‐and‐resources/publications/4117
https://www.ecvet‐secretariat.eu/en/faq‐page#t1n966
3
https://europa.eu/europass/de/description‐eight‐eqf‐levels
2
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Knowledge

Skills

Responsibility and
autonomy

Factual knowledge of a
field of work or study.

Basic practical and
cognitive skills needed to
use relevant information
to perform tasks and solve
common problems using
simple rules and tools

Work or study under
supervision with some
autonomy

Knowledge4

Abilities

Responsibility and
Autonomy

Basic factual knowledge in
a field of work or study

Basic cognitive and
practical skills required to
use useful information to
perform tasks and solve
common problems using
simple rules and tools

Work or study under
supervision with some
degree of autonomy

According to ECVET, the following documents indicate for each site of the Formbridge
project which units of learning outcomes are carried out and which learning outcomes
are obtained.
The European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) is a
powerful tool when it comes to increasing cross‐border cooperation in education and
training.
The objective of the European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training
(ECVET) is to:
1. facilitate the validation and recognition of professional skills and knowledge
acquired in different systems and countries, so that they can be taken into
account in professional qualifications
2. make mobility between different countries and learning environments more
attractive

4

https://eur‐lex.europa.eu/legal‐content/FR/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0615(01)&from=ES
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3. increase compatibility between the different vocational education and training
(VET) systems in place in Europe and the qualifications they offer
4. increase the employability of VET graduates and the confidence of employers
that each VET qualification requires specific skills and knowledge.“5
This last objective of ECVET refers in particular to better employability in the labour
market – an objective that the Formbridge project also places at the heart of its
activities.
Learning outcomes can be used for a variety of purposes, for example to define
qualifications, design curricula, assess, etc. Learning outcomes are defined at different
levels of detail depending on their purpose and context. They can be acquired through
a variety of learning pathways, modes of delivery (school, business, workplace, etc.),
in different learning contexts (formal, non‐formal and informal) or in different
settings.6
Unit learning outcomes are crucial for the success of ECVET processes as they are the
basis for the transparency of qualifications. The unit enables competent institutions
and VET providers of different qualifications systems as well as employers to
understand the characteristics of units and of the assessment that has taken place in
another context. Two aspects are important: the clarity of the terminology used as
well as the way the text is organized in a user‐friendly way.7
In the following chapter, you will find some examples of construction sites that the
partners have carried out as a pilot phase of the Formbridge project, described in
detail so that we can draw inspiration from experiences already carried out to create,
according to the needs of a territory and a target group, a project conducted according
to the learning by doing pedagogy.

5

https://ec.europa.eu/education/resources‐and‐tools/the‐european‐credit‐system‐for‐vocational‐
education‐and‐training‐ecvet_fr
6
https://www.ecvet‐secretariat.eu/en/faq‐page#t1n966
7
https://www.ecvet‐secretariat.eu/en/faq‐page#t2n972
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3. Formbridge: European projects
Overview :
Construction site in Italy (IT)
Construction site in Belgium (B)

Creation of a Community Table
Safeguarding and promoting the natural heritage of
Famenne‐Ardenne
Promotion of rural heritage in Corsica
Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria
Treatment of wool and dyeing with natural colors.
Preparation of a dry‐stone botanical garden
Use of wool products for weaving and tapestry

Construction site in Corsica (FR)
Construction site in Germany (A)
Construction site in Greece (GR)
Construction site in Greece (GR)
Construction site in Provence (FR)

First steps in the trades of restoration and
enhancement of the built heritage in Provence
rehabilitation of a calade in Forcalquier

CHAM‐ Upper
Palatinate/
Bavaria

Penta di Casinca‐
Corse

Bologna‐Emilia
Romagna

Forcalquier‐
Provence

Zagori‐Epire
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Formbridge – Training project in Italy

Description of the project

“The community table” project
It is about intervening on a space named Salus Space http://www.saluspace.eu/
In 2016, the municipality of Bologna, leader of a partnership made up of 16
organisations, received funding under the European call for the UIA (Urban Innovative
Actions) program for the SALUS W SPACE project.
The project focused its interventions on the area and buildings of the former "Villa
Salus" private clinic, which had been in a state of neglect and degradation for many
years. The general objective of the project, completed in January 2021, was the
renovation and rehabilitation of the buildings and the start of the Salus Space complex,
a center for reception, work, intercultural well‐being and well‐being in the sense wide.
The intervention was characterized as a site of social innovation, through a
participatory planning process (co‐design) and a strong imprint of generative and
intercultural well‐being. At the end of the project, in January 2021, several bodies
(including CEFAL Emilia Romagna) came together in TGA (Temporary Goal Association)
to manage the complex, starting with the building of a "community of inhabitants"
that will be able to , through collaborative processes, and from the life and interaction
of the inhabitants of the Salus space with the neighbourhood and the city, contribute
to the construction and life of a place that has represented for many years the emblem
of degradation.
The workshop that we set up to test the Formbridge project, built the "Community
Table" which will be placed inside the spaces of Salus Space and will aim to be a means
of conviviality, sociality and a laboratory mobile for the community of inhabitants of
Salus, the Savena district and the city of Bologna more in general.
7

Map of Salus Space currently

Map of Salus Space in the future (2023)
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Target group

Duration

Methodology

Assessment of
learning outcomes

EQF level

19 Young people aged 16‐18 at risk of dropping out of school and
training

60 hours (30 hours for the carpentry workshop and 30 hours for
the decoration workshop)
These are 2 interconnected projects, which took place at the
same time
Presentations, discussions, practical group work on site, team‐
building activities
Self‐assessment questionnaire for learners before and after the
project (Appendix 1)
Observative Assessment Questionnaire for Educators/Guardians
(Appendix 2)
2

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The “Community Table” is a relational artistic
device designed for community engagement
and relationship building in public space. The
construction of the Table is designed to create
formative moments for the realization of
wooden structure, tablecloths and decorative
tools, which help the participants to acquire
not only technical‐professional skills (carpentry and decoration techniques in
particular) but also relational and expressive.
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The skills acquired are enhanced by the creation of entertainment and conviviality
events around the table which, placed in public spaces, becomes a tool to support the
well‐being of the community.

The wooden modules of which the Table is made, are built or adapted to be connected
to each other in a composite way depending on the spaces in which the table is
assembled (see images). They will therefore have holes or slots in which cables can be
placed to secure the structure and reinforce it.

At the same time, we are working on the
creation of the tablecloth and the
decorations: This is a composite tablecloth,
where

everyone

contribution

by

can

make

decorating

their
(dyeing,

writing, embroidery, etc.) their own piece
of fabric which will be then assembled into
a whole; participants will work on a symbolic representation of their own idea of the
city and citizenship, using materials from waste.

There is, in this part of the route, a great work of decoration and integration: with this
method of assembly, the different tablecloths can be worked on continuously, by
adding pieces according to the number of people.
The community table welcomes people in the widest possible way, it can be used to
eat, from a distance, all together, or to carry out artistic activities or simply participate
in a show. Around the Table will be organized several public events.
The entire process of building the wooden table, tablecloths and decorative elements
will be documented by photo and video sequences.
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INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
Each participant will be guided to:
socialization and autonomy starting from:


the acquisition of capacities and skills on the construction site



interest in the collective project



the evaluation and co‐evaluation of the work carried out, the progress of each

career orientation and discovery from :


the revaluation of the person on the construction site



confrontation with a work model



(self)assessment of one's abilities and skills



the connection with his environment within the framework of the project



the progressive construction of links between the site and the professional
environment.

Each participant will:


Acquire certain technical and professional skills, through a dynamic activity and
"attractive" sectors



Acquire transversal skills

For each participant, it is a question of taking part in a multi‐sectoral project through
which he will have to understand some elements of traditional trades, discover
techniques specific to a culture, gain experience in his course of study and draw up his
own project. professional.

11

TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS

The “Community Table” ‐ a carpentry and decoration training for
community engagement

Module 0: Introduction to the construction site
Professional theory
Know the participants
Detailed explanation of the project and its objectives
Discussion for the detailed co‐design of the construction site
Professional practice
Test day: each participant has a practical experience of the
carpentry course and the decoration course, thus discovering
their aptitudes and skills
Analysis of the results and constitution of the groups
**************************************************
***
Module 1: The carpentry workshop

Core content
Professional theory: Implementing a carpentry workshop
Woods – materials and working techniques
Read a technical drawing
Prepare the wood
Use carpentry tools
Techniques for laying, assembling and mounting wooden
artifacts
Professional practice
Adopt, within the framework of the planned safety rules,
behaviours that limit the risks
Apply the techniques of laying and assembly of wooden
artifacts composed of several parts and parts according to the
defined technical specifications
**************************************************
***
12

Module 2: The Decoration Workshop
Professional theory: Implementing a decoration workshop
Reflection on the message to give in its decoration
Choose the significant texts or images to reproduce
Drawing elements
Elements of use of colours and varnishes
Introduction to basic tools
Elements of safety at work

Professional practice
Make decorations from waste materials
Decorate tablecloths with personalized techniques (dyeing,
writing, embroidery, etc.)
Give another form to waste materials to express his idea of
representing the ideal city
**************************************************
***
Module 3: Documenting and Valuing the workshop
Vocational Theory: Valuation
Contribute to the realization of an artistic device
Contribute to the realization of events for community
engagement
Engage local institutions and territorial actors to present the
results of the project
Professional practice
Contribute to the creation of tools to present the site
Take photos
Rotate and edit video
Contribute to the realization of the Open Day
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 0
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Know the details
and objectives of
the project

 Mobilize teamwork
practices

 Be part of a team that
contributes to the realization of a
Community Table
 Find their place in a collective
work
 Appreciate and defend the value
of teamwork

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Physical and
mechanical
characteristics of
wood and wood
materials
 Main processing
methods (cutting,
planing, squaring,
drilling,
grinding/sanding,
milling, turning,
etc.)

 Recognize and apply the  Adopt, within the framework
of the planned safety rules,
operating sequences of
behaviours that limit the risks
the different processes,
depending on the wood
product to be
 Apply the techniques of laying,
manufactured
assembling and mounting
wooden artifacts composed of
 Apply techniques for
several parts and parts
assembling and
according to the defined
assembling wooden
technical specifications,
products made up of
knowing how to do it
several parts and details
independently and in group
work

 Main assembly
techniques (gluing,
interlocking,
assembly, etc.)
14

 Main tools for the
manufacture of
wood products
(pliers, chisels,
awls, files,
hammers, etc.)
 Safety at work:
rules and modes of
conduct (general
and specific)

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 The main
decoration
techniques
(painting,
sculpture,
drawing,
embroidery,
etc.)
 The main fabric
dyeing
techniques

 Recognize and apply
the operating
sequences of the
different processes,
depending on the
decorated product to
be manufactured
 Apply assembly and
assembly techniques
for products made up
of several parts and
details
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 Adopt, within the framework of
the planned safety rules,
behaviours that limit the risks
 Ability to work independently,
but also to collaborate as part
of a team

Unit learning outcomes: Module 3
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Know the
techniques of
filming and video
editing

 Mobilize team‐building
practices

 Contact the representatives of
the town hall and other actors of
the territory to present the site
(with the help of the tutors)
 Promoting the site on social
networks
 Present the project on social
networks
 Collaborate in the organization of
an Open Day

TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL SKILLS
Interpersonal communication skills
▪

Verbal/non‐verbal communication

▪

Active listening

Cooperation and teamwork
▪

Respect the contributions and the different style of others

▪

Assess own abilities and contribute to the group

Strengthening the locus of control
▪

Self‐esteem/building self‐confidence

▪

Self‐awareness, including knowledge of one's rights, influences, values,

attitudes, strengths and weaknesses
▪

Ability to set goals

▪

Self‐assessment / assertiveness / self‐monitoring

Development of empowerment skills

16

PICTURE GALLERY
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Formbridge – Training project in Belgium

Description of the project

“Protection and enhancement of the natural heritage
of Famenne‐Ardenne” project
The rural area of Famenne Ardenne includes a large number of natural areas of great
biological value. Old calcareous grasslands, wetlands, bocage meadows form an
emblematic network and mark the transition between the high plateau of the
Ardennes and the Condroz. The famenne depression separates these two natural
regions and includes, on its southern border, a limestone step called “Calestienne”.
The various calcareous grasslands present there, as on the nearby condroz, present a
remarkable natural and historical heritage.

It is in this specific heritage that the project is interested, with the objective of
participating in its safeguarding and enhancement, with the assistance of two
18

associative partners whose social purpose is the conservation of nature and
biodiversity in Belgium and Wallonia: the non‐profit organizations “Natagora” and
“Ardenne et Gaume”/Parc de Furfooz.
In addition, our Center for Socio‐Professional Integration, which also bears the name
of "La Calestienne", has been organizing since 1996 a training course for nature
workers/eco‐menders for a public of job seekers. low‐skilled jobs. "La Calestienne" has
therefore developed specific skills and know‐how, which it has been able to mobilize
for this project.

Target group

Duration

Methodology

12 participants with little schooling and/or dropping out.
Participants are mostly under the age of thirty
They may also be socially disconnected.
The only prerequisite required is a basic understanding of French.

60 hours

Presentation of the different natural environments, exploration of
techniques for maintaining these natural environments,
presentation of the sites and the work to be carried out, practical
group work on the various sites, time for friendly sharing.

Assessment
of
Technical Evaluation Questionnaire (Appendix 3)
learning outcomes

EQF level

2
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
PROJECT OBJECTIVES (COLLECTIVE TRAINING OBJECTIVES)
In addition to the technical and cross‐cutting objectives specific to our worksite
education, the worksite aimed to introduce the various natural or semi‐natural
environments of our rural territory and to bring the young trainees to explore some
specific techniques for maintaining and restoring them. highlight ; also to promote
biodiversity. The notion of heritage here refers to natural (landscapes, ecosystems,
biodiversity) and human (historical heritage) heritage. The various work days have
been developed with our partners in such a way as to cover a fairly wide range of
environments and techniques, representative of the richness of our heritage. This bias
also corresponded to the intervention possibilities offered by our partners.

Day 1‐ Reception
 Group animation to create the link and talk about the rules of the group
 Workshop visit
 Presentation of the machines (brush cutter) and reflection on safety when using
it.
Day 2‐ Restoration of a pond LOMPREZ

Promoting

biodiversity

and enhancing heritage
 Technical learning of clearing in order to restore the pond
 Grating clearance
 Activity: biological interest of a pond Intervention by a person from Natagora.

Day 3‐ Restoration of a tall stem orchard

CHANLY

Promote

biodiversity
 Clearing and swathing
 Presentation of the environmental project inside the village (meaning and
coherence)

Day 4‐ Grazing Management CHANLY

Management

protection of natural environments
20

and

 Dismantling a fence destroyed by flooding
 Grazing Management Information
 Ergonomics concept
Day 5‐ Grazing Management CHANLY

Management and protection of natural

environments
 End of the dismantling of the fence
 Mowing a flower meadow (technique for using a scythe)
 Introduction to the biological interest of a hedge.
Day 6 Maintenance of a calcareous grassland

Pondrôme

Management and protection of natural environments
 Collection and piling of woody plants on calcareous grassland
 Biological interest of limestone lawns and identification of orchid zones
 Putting management into perspective by grazing (cattle and sheep)
Days 7‐Maintenance of a high‐stem orchard FESCHAUX

‐

Promote

biodiversity
 Maintenance of the Orchard
 Plantation of apple trees
 Biological interest of a tall stem orchard (life project)
Day 8/9‐Restoration of a terraced vegetable garden dating from the Middle Ages
Construction of a protective grid for bats‐FURFOOZ
D8‐ Management and Protection of Natural Environments and Promoting
Biodiversity
 History of the Gallo‐Roman site
 Presentations of the various nature conservation works by the Ardenne
et Gaume association
 Presentation of the work to be carried out for the protection of bats in
a troglodyte environment.
 Measurement and cutting of wood in the workshop
D9‐ Management and protection of natural environments and enhancement of
heritage
 Restoration of the garden by clearing
 Stocking for the grass snake
21

 Placement of protection for bats
Day 10‐ Re‐arrangement of a didactic route

Promoting

biodiversity

and

enhancing heritage
 Felling of dangerous trees (chainsaw work carried out by the trainer)
 Bug hotel clearance
 Convivial moment around an end‐of‐project barbecue with a member
of Natagora.
 Distribution of nature conservation materials
 Evaluation of participants.

INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
The implementation of an educational workshop allows participants to:
Knowledge


Understand the interest of preserving – improving – promoting biodiversity



Know the fauna and flora of these places



Locate the different construction sites on the map



Safety rules for yourself and others



Make a rule of three with help



Be able to perform some basic calculations



…

Know‐how


Know how to communicate with peers and with unknown people



Listen to your pairs and companions



Create collaborative links with the whole group



Show motivation



Look for solutions to the problems posed.



Strengthen your self‐esteem through the project



Be able to self‐assess.



…
22

Know how


Be able to use some hand tools



Know how to take levels



Basic knowledge related to the profession approached.



…

TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS
Safeguarding and enhancement of the natural heritage in Famenne
Ardenne

Module 0 ‐ The regional natural heritage, its history, its protection,
its enhancement
‐The regional natural heritage, its history, its protection, its
enhancement
‐Techniques for the management and protection of natural areas

‐Developments that promote biodiversity,

Core content

‐ Developments that promote tourism and educational
development: example of the Furfooz park

Module 1 ‐ Management and protection of natural environments
The purpose of this unit is to know the different natural
environments and their dynamics.
Thus being able to face the threats linked to each environment.
Justify the management principles related to each environment
and apply them safely.


Management of a wetland: pond, marsh, megaphorbia



Management of a dry environment: calcareous grassland,
mesophilic grassland, etc.
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Mechanical maintenance: clearing, swathing, export of the
material



The reopening of environments: deforestation

**************************************************
***
Module 2 ‐ Developments that promote Biodiversity
The aim of this unit is to understand the term "Biodiversity" and
know how to explain it, become aware of the threats to which the
various "ecosystems" are subjected, carry out developments
which make it possible to improve or maintain the biodiversity of
different environments.


Protection of sensitive natural areas: installation of a fence
or enclosure



Protection of karstic environments: installation of a bat
shelter



A development to promote wild bees: the installation of an
insect hotel



A development to promote the fauna and flora of
agricultural environments: maintenance of a high‐stem
orchard



Development to promote the management of an open
environment: installation and maintenance of a grazed
enclosure



A development to promote aquatic fauna and flora: the
creation or maintenance of a pond

**************************************************
***
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Module 3 ‐ Tourist/educational development

Professional theory:

Examples of arrangements and good practices


Useful materials



Woodworking/safety machinery

Professional practices:

Development of a secure path in a sensitive environment:
maintenance of a grating


The development of an educational trail: the marking and
the installation of didactic panels



The redevelopment of an old Gallo‐Roman garden

Unit learning outcomes: Module 0 Introduction
Unit learning outcomes: A0
Knowledge
Abilities
After completing this unit, learners will be able to…



Locate construction sites 
on a map
Explain the differences
between
management
techniques
and
protection of natural
areas

Explain the actions taken
according to the location

25

Responsibility and Autonomy

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1: Management and protection of
natural environments
Unit learning outcomes: A1
Knowledge

Abilities
After completing this unit, learners will be able to…


Name the different
natural environments





Know the different
threats to natural
environments
Know the safety rules
according to the
equipment used







Responsibility and Autonomy

Choose
the
management
techniques best suited
to the environment
Imagine
protection
scenarios



Apply the safety rules
learned by using the
machines





Put into practice the
actions
requested
with the supervision
of the trainer
Check their feasibility

Be responsible for
your own life and that
of
others
when
handling machinery

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2 Developments that promote
biodiversity

Unit learning outcomes: A2
Knowledge

Abilities
After completing this unit, learners will be able to…

Responsibility and Autonomy

 Explain what biodiversity
is
 State the principles – the
roles
 Understand the actions
taken
to
safeguard
biodiversity

 List different actions
conducive to maintaining
or improving biodiversity
 Parallel the link between
action and environments

 Search for information and
explanations with the help
of the facilitator trainers





 Construction of an insect
hotel
 insect hotel

 Realization of the filling of
the hotel according to the
tenants

insect hotel
List the benefits
List potential tenants
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Know the choice of
location
Necessary adjustments
in relation to tenants

 Know the choice of
location
 Look for plans and realize
the hotel

Installation of a fence
Know the reasons for
placing a fence
Know the different
types of fences.
Look for the steps for
placing a fence.

 Installation of a fence:
 Learn plan reading.
 Help
set
up
the
construction site
 Location of stakes
 Taking “odds”
 Dig the stake holes
 Placement of stakes and
netting
 Pruning

Notion of ecosystem
• Main types of eco‐
culture
• Trimming and Hemming
Techniques
• Pruning tools
• First‐level servicing and
maintenance
techniques for PPE
machines and tools
Security rules

 Installation of a fence
 Help with placing the fence
under the supervision of
the trainer.



 Use a brush cutter
 Use manual pruning
equipment
such
as
pruning shears, tree
pruners, saws, etc.
 First level equipment
maintenance
 Grind
 Dispose of waste
 Use PPE
machines



adapted

to

Notion "Ecosystems"
knowing how to give a
simple definition

Unit learning outcomes: Module 3 Tourist/educational development
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Unit learning outcomes: A3
Knowledge

Abilities
After completing this unit, learners will be able to…

Responsibility and Autonomy

 Explain and justify the
interest of a tourist and
educational
development
 Know the importance of 
safety for oneself and for
others
 Know the units of 
measurement


 Know the measuring and 
staking tools

 Master the notions of
slope


 Name the tools for
driving stakes, for drilling 
and fixing tools


 Know the cutting tools
 Know the leveling tools




Respect and apply the
safety instructions



Follow the instructions
given by the trainer



Work rigorously



Understand a plan



Measure with precision



Act with method and
organization



Respect the notions of
slope



Follow the instructions
given by the trainer



Work rigorously



Understand a plan



Act with method and
organization

Use hand tools safely

Use hand tools
Make cuts with the

cutting tools
Trace and cut according
to the measurements

Measure rigorously and
conscientiously

Use machines and tools
according to given safety
rules
Plan Transcript
Find the levels
picket
Place the stakes in the
right place
Maintain the stakes
during installation
Drive in the pegs
Fasten the joists to the
posts
Respect the levels
Cutting of the beams
Fasten the boards to the
joists
Respect the levels
 Cutting of boards
 Fasten the upright to the
boards
•
Fasten the ramp to
the upright
•
Cutting the railing and
uprights

 Know the different types
of wood used
 Name
the
different
woodworking machines
and justify their use
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Demonstrate
precision and care

rigor,

 Know the vocabulary
specific to the trades.
 The different cleaning
products according to their
use
 Cutting technique and
knowledge and use of
cutting tools and machines
 Apply the rule of 3













Identify tooling

Use portable electric and
pneumatic machines
Use stationary machines
in accordance with the
instructions for use and
safety rules
Carry out first level
maintenance (change of
cutting
tool,
blow
molding, etc.) Reproduce
measurements from a
plan
Orient yourself in space
and be able to transfer
measurements
and
cutouts to the material to
be laid
Demonstrate
rigor,
precision and care
Read a manual and apply
the instructions
Apply ergonomic rules
with tools

TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL SKILLS
Analysis and creative thinking
Problem solving
Creativity
Entrepreneurial spirit

Cooperation
Communication
The sense of the collective
Assertiveness

Empowerment
29

Read a manual and apply
the instructions

With a focus on:
Curiosity
Emotional intelligence
Trust
Stress management
Audacity
Motivation
Vision
Presence
Empathy
Time management

30
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Formbridge – Training project in Corsica (France)

Description of the project

Project: “The enhancement of the rural heritage
of Corsica”
The project is based on the pilot operation carried out for several years by the Office
for the Environment of Corsica — OEC (website: chemins‐patrimoine‐corse.fr). These
are itineraries intended to highlight the emblematic heritage of a region and to
strengthen the local identity, in particular for the use of the Corsican language. These
development operations cover a cross‐cutting dimension since they call on history,
myths as well as ways of life, techniques and materials or even the quality of
landscapes, with a view to reinforcing or even creating attractiveness of the territories
in which they are established.
The local heritage trail of Penta di Casinca is managed by local actors (the
municipality, local cultural and tourist associations and coordinated at regional level
by the OEC.
The proposed itineraries are developed in situ with a qualitative treatment of the
places. Methodical work is undertaken on the pathways. A staging of remarkable sites
and elements is imagined and integrated through occasional arrangements and an
original interpretation device.
A project compatible with the principles of Sustainable Development taking into
account :


social concerns

With regard to social priorities, it is necessary to create, revitalize or invigorate real or
presumed solidarities and to encourage as many people as possible to join the project
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for the future in an intergenerational approach; volunteer projects, integration
workshops, etc.


economic concerns

From an economic point of view, the development strategy must ensure support for
existing activities, allow the development of activities linked to the identity of the
territory. Economic development is part of a dual requirement. It requires, in fact, to
valorise existing and potential resources locally, in order to initially satisfy the local
market and then more distant markets because of the skills of the producers and the
characteristics of the products manufactured or processed. It is also a matter of
promoting the diversification and enrichment of activities by multiplying exchanges
between local production units, whatever their nature, traditional, modern,
informal. The interest is to create favourable conditions for the development of a
web of interactive activities; tour guide, local producers, craftsmen, artists….

Target group

Duration
Methodology

Assessment of
learning outcomes
EQF level

Young school dropouts, with little or no qualifications, and facing
a higher risk of unemployment, poverty and social exclusion.
30 hours

The students selected by the college of Biguglia, will be put in
situation on the building site of the SDP
The Growth Mindset ‐ peer‐ or teacher‐assessed (Appendix 4)
Self‐assessment of the educational project by the college
students (Appendix 5)
2

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
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Respond to the project's Sustainable Development objectives by using the
heritage trail



Understand the importance and raise awareness of local heritage



Understand the technical principles of the dry stone restoration technique
using the OEC technical sheets on the construction of walls and paving‐calading



Apply on site



Understand and master communication tools; signage, interpretation, website,
multimedia space of the media library to facilitate physical, cultural and virtual
accessibility



Communicate through video interviews, organize restitution with the
educational alliance

INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
Each participant will be guided to:
socialization and autonomy starting from:


the acquisition of capacities and skills on the construction site



interest in the collective project



the evaluation and co‐evaluation of the work carried out, the progress of each

career orientation and discovery from :


the revaluation of the person on the construction site



confrontation with a work model



(self)assessment of one's abilities and skills



the connection with his environment within the framework of the project



the progressive construction of links between the site and the professional
environment.
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Each participant will:


Acquire certain basic and transversal skills related to the course of study
(mathematical and scientific skills, documentary and digital skills ‐ basic skills),
through a dynamic activity and "attractive" sectors



Acquire transversal skills

For each participant, it is a question of taking part in a multi‐sectoral project through
which to understand some elements of traditional professions, attach the experience
to the course of study and draw up their own professional project.

TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS

“The enhancement of the rural heritage of Corsica“

Module 0: Introduction “Heritage Link, Discovery Trail”
Unit learning outcomes: A0




Core content






Rural heritage, tangible and intangible heritage definition,
general characteristics
What characterizes this heritage in Corsica
An initiative for its promotion in Corsica, the network of
the heritage trails, Trails created in Corsica
Objectives of the heritage trails
Implementation method
Technical principles “dry stone – workshop”
Works‐materials‐tools

**************************************************
***
Module 1: Heritage restoration techniques Penta di Casinca
Heritage Trail
Unit learning outcomes: A1
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Professional theory:
 The heritage trail, Formbridge support workshop in Corsica
Professional theory:
 Knowledge of the different restoration techniques of dry
stone heritage
 Presentation of the technical sheets
Professional practice :
 Implementation on the Penta SDP of techniques by on‐site
discovery of the works restored by the companies
Professional practice :
 Participation in the restoration of dry stone works
**************************************************
***
Module 2: signage and interpretation of heritage
Unit learning outcomes: A2
Professional theory:
 Signage and interpretation material, design materials,
Internet links, interactive spaces
Professional practice :
 Identification of the material used on the heritage trail and
description of the materials
**************************************************
***
Module 3: Communication, restitution
College of Biguglia
Unit learning outcomes: A3
Professional theory:




Learn how to organize an event to present knowledge,
tools and methods
Event planning
3 groups; heritage‐ technique‐ interpretation

Professional practice :
 Restitution of the achievements of the site to the teachers
and students of the college of Biguglia and the members
of the educational alliance Formbridge
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 0
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
•
Identify
what constitutes
heritage (natural,
tangible,
intangible, etc.)
•
Identify the
basic
characteristics of
ecosystems
•
Choose the
basic principles for
protecting and
safeguarding the
natural
environment
(preventive
measures to fight
fires, pollution,
etc.)

•
Determine and/or
develop an itinerary
•
Interpret a
territory or a heritage
•
Argue your
comments
•
Carry out
documentary research on
relevant heritage
elements
•
Define the
theme(s) of a discovery
trail/itinerary

•
Adapt the discovery of the
territory according to the public
•
Evaluate the importance of
certain elements of the territory

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

•
Arrange
and secure
•
Describe
the different
tools/materials
•
Apply the
technical
vocabulary related
to dry stone
structures

•
Classify the
different stones according
to their role/positioning in
the structure
•
Correctly
reproduce the size of a
stone
•
Building
foundations correctly
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•
Identify and apply security
rules
•
Regularly assess the size
(the level of the ropes and the
inclination of the cleats)
•
Demonstrate the ability to
equip themselves correctly and
take care of their personal
protective equipment

•
Memorize
safety rules

•
Apply the
staggered stones
technique

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
•
Identify the
basic elements of
heritage
•
Identify the
basic techniques of
heritage
interpretation
•
Identify
basic heritage/
signage/communic
ation tools
•
Memorize
basic safety rules

•
Collect
information on the
duration, the number of
participants, the
specificities of the tourist
support service
•
Describe the
geographical, historical
and cultural particularities
of the places
•
Define a basic
itinerary according to a
theme
•
Develop the basic
goals of interpretation
•
Create a base
scenario for interpretation
•
Manage the
animation of a guided
tour on a natural, heritage
and tourist site
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•
Distinguish important
heritage elements/SDP
•
Recognize the type of
target audience
•
Plan basic attendee
security
•
Manage the discovery of
heritage according to hazards and
•
Choose and respect the
theme of the activity

Unit learning outcomes: Module 3
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

•
Identify
basic modern
communication
tools
•
Identify
basic
communication
techniques

•
Demonstrate
public reception skills
•
Develop the
materials needed for the
visit
•
Use basic digital
technologies
•
Identify the
particularities,
geographical, historical
and cultural of the places

•
Recommend tours to
different audiences
•
Discuss with the public in
order to raise their awareness of
environmental protection

TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL SKILLS
Communication
Interaction
Group work and team management
Adaptability
Creativity and lateral thinking
spirit of development
Self‐assessment / assertiveness
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Formbridge – Training project in Germany

Description of the project

Project "Strengthening regional traditions and the hotel
industry in Bavaria"
Rural areas experience greater immigration, either due to the arrival of immigrants
from other countries or because housing in large cities is very expensive and many
people can no longer afford it. However, it is also very important to strengthen
regional identity and the rich cultural heritage of rural areas.
The following topic was chosen for the implementation of the Formbridge project in
Germany: "Strengthening regional traditions and the hotel industry in Bavaria". It
includes several important aspects for the preservation of cultural heritage in Bavaria:
•

Young people get to know the history of their region better

•

Young people learn about traditional Bavarian craft techniques (e.g. cooking,

sewing or woodworking)
•

Young people learn about the products and food produced in their region

•

Disadvantaged young people acquire new knowledge and life skills (e.g. food

science, gastronomy)
•

People with an immigrant background get to know the cultural heritage of

Bavaria better, in order to promote their integration
•

Young people have a first insight into the different professional areas in the

craft sector
•

Young people can test their talents in various craft activities and get to know

their own strengths and weaknesses better so that they can then make an appropriate
career choice.
•

Young people learn that in the hotel industry, the wishes of customers are of

major importance in entrepreneurial action.
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•

Bavaria is an important tourist destination in Europe. Tourists from all over

Germany and abroad are interested in the panoramas of Bavaria and its cultural
heritage. However, there is a lack of competent employees in the tourism sector,
especially in hotels and restaurants in Bavaria.

Target group

Duration
Methodology

8 Young people, in particular those of immigrant origin and/or
disadvantaged on the labour market and economically and
socially excluded.
60 hours
Presentations, group work, discussions, practical work in the
workplace, reflection.

Assessment of
learning
outcomes

Self‐assessment (Annex 6)

EQF level

2

Group assessment (Appendix 7)

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The aim of the measure is to develop and test a learning program including theoretical
and practical learning units, including an introductory module and three thematic
modules:

‐ Module 0: Presentation of Bavaria
‐ Module 1: Cooking and Service
‐ Module 2: Sewing and Decorating
‐ Module 3: Wood
This program is used to introduce young people in particular to the regional identity
and the rich cultural heritage of Bavaria.
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Its purpose is to facilitate young people's access to the labour market by familiarizing
them with the professional techniques used during the activity. Most young people
have no experience and do not know which profession to choose. Especially with
regard to young people of immigrant origin who have a poor command of the
language, it is difficult for them to find a suitable profession. Also, the regional culture
and language in Bavaria is different from other parts of Germany.
In addition, learning and working in a group on a common project provides additional
soft skills.
The themes chosen include the traditional craft techniques of the region, but also
correspond very well to the possible job profiles for young people in the region.
Tourism is a booming economic sector in Bavaria and there is a shortage of skilled
workers everywhere. Therefore, if some young people like to work what module 1
offers and its activities, vocational training in the hotel and catering sector could be a
good prospect for the future, especially since employers are looking for young
trainees.
In this sense, the measure therefore serves both for better social integration of young
people in the region and for their integration into the regional labour market.

INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
There are several objectives for participants that are essential:

1. Professional goals
Project work allows them to learn about certain craft techniques and actively try them
out. Vocational guidance regarding their future is then possible. Each learner can
discover their own talents, interests, strengths and weaknesses and thus better orient
themselves towards a future profession. He can also explore professions he/she would
never have considered before.
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2. Personal development
Working together on a project with other young people is a new challenge. We must
put aside personal interests and act as a group. At the same time, one must take
responsibility for individual tasks, and tasks must be completed within a specified
time.

Thanks to the feedback of self‐assessment and evaluation by the trainers or the group,
each participant receives important information for their personal and professional
development.

TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS
“Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria “

Module 0: Presentation of Bavaria
Unit learning outcomes: A0
2 days (6. + 10. August 2021)

Core content




History of bavaria
What is typical for Bavaria these days?



What are the characteristics of Bavarian traditions?

**************************************************
***
Module 1: Cooking and Service
3 days (2. + 9. + 11. August 2021)
Unit learning outcomes: A1
‐
Hygiene in the kitchen
‐Dietetic
‐Work methods
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‐Ingredients and regional recipes
‐Work techniques
‐Event planning
‐Regional purchase (sustainability, price comparison, purchases of
seasonal products)
‐Preparation of typical snacks
‐ Set the table and serve the food
************************************************** **
Module 2 – Sewing

2 days (3. + 4. August 2021)





Typical Bavarian textile materials
Work methods for using these materials
Typical decorative accessories for restaurants and the
catering industry in Bavaria
Decoration for typical Bavarian events

**************************************************
***
Module 3 – Wood
1 day (5. August 2021)





Safety at work
Woodworking machinery
Types of wood typical to the region
Production of typical Bavarian products for use in
restaurants and the catering industry
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 0
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...









Name the
different
regions of
Bavaria



Show on a map the
most important cities
in Bavaria



Recognize important
Bavarian landmarks



Select special terms
from the Bavarian
language related to
traditions or
characteristics

Name typical
Bavarian sights
Define typical
features that
represent
Bavaria (e.g.
colors, animals,
anthem,
people)
Name
characteristic
Bavarian
traditions





Identify
traditional

Bavarian meals,
foods, drinks
and ingredients



Identify
traditional
Bavarian
costumes and
accessories



Identify
traditional
Bavarian
materials for
construction
and crafts



Classify Bavarian
traditions according to
their domain (e.g.
food, clothing,
materials)



Assign towns and locations to
Bavarian regions



Assign Bavaria's landmarks and
traditions to the correct
historical period



Distinguish the lifestyle in
Bavaria from that of other
parts of Germany or Europe



Reflect on the importance of
Bavarian traditions in urban
and rural areas and how they
are preserved



Develop a classification of
Bavarian foods and drinks
according to their preparation
and presentation in a "Learning
by Doing Pedagogy ‐
Formbridge: Strengthening
regional traditions and
hospitality in Bavaria".



Develop a classification of
Bavarian accessories and
decorative elements related to
their production and use in the
context of "Learning by doing
Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".



Develop a classification of
Bavarian materials in relation
to their production and use in
the context of "Learning by
doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:

Select classic Bavarian
recipes
Select typical Bavarian
clothing and
handicrafts
Select typical Bavarian
materials used in the
gastronomy and
catering sector
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Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...











Recognize the
different
cooking
methods and
techniques
(e.g. boiling,
frying, melting)
Identify with
appropriate
technical terms
the tools and
work
equipment in
the context of a
professional
kitchen
Illustrate
typical Bavarian
recipes and
ingredients
Illustrate
proper
techniques for
cutting,
peeling,
portioning or
arranging food
and beverages
Recognize the
different
service



Choosing suitable
items for
independently and
professionally cleaning
the kitchen



Adhere to personal
hygiene, occupational
safety and HACCP
guidelines regarding
cooling and serving
temperatures, food
heating times, correct
use of raw meat, raw
peaches, raw poultry
meat and raw eggs



Deciding which
cooking techniques
are used in typical
Bavarian dishes



Differentiate the use
of work equipment
intended for special
tasks (e.g. slicing knife,
cheese knife)



Choose quantities and
preparation methods



Differentiate between
the use of work
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Adhere to personal hygiene,
occupational safety and HACCP
guidelines regarding cooling
and serving temperatures,
food heating times, correct use
of raw meat, raw peaches, raw
poultry meat and raw eggs



Explore different forms of diet
(e.g. vegetarian, vegan,
lactose‐free, gluten‐free) and
assign traditional Bavarian
dishes accordingly



Develop a plan for the use of
different cooking techniques
achievable within the
framework of the "Learning by
Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".



Develop a plan for the use of
different equipment and work
tools that can be realized
within the framework of the
project "Learning by doing
Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".

techniques
(e.g. buffet,
plate service,
dish service)

equipment intended
for special tasks (e.g.
glasses adapted for
certain drinks, cutlery,
etc.)


Prepare cold starters
and drinks according
to simple recipes
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Deciding which typical regional
meals can be offered as part of
the project "Learning by doing
Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".

Theoretical background: To serve


Draw up a plan for the use of
the various equipment and
work tools that can be made
within the framework of the
project "Learning by doing
Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".



Designing a concept for a
Bavarian gastronomic event
and an attractive menu as part
of the project "Learning by
doing pedagogy‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".



Practical knowledge: Cooking



Demonstrate sustainable
activity by selecting seasonal
products and regional
suppliers



Implement the correct
quantities and cooking
temperatures when preparing

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...






Name the
typical textile
materials
traditionally
used in Bavaria
Identify with
appropriate
technical terms
the tools and
work
equipment in
the fields of
sewing and
decoration (eg
washing and
ironing
instructions)

 Differentiate the use
of work equipment
intended for special
tasks (e.g. sewing
machine)

 Design suitable decorative
elements for Bavarian‐style
gastronomy purposes

 Draw up a plan for the use of
different accessories and
 Sew doilies or coasters
decorative elements within the
in the Bavarian style
framework of "Learning by
doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
 Decorate a reception
Strengthening regional
hall in the traditional
traditions and hospitality in
Bavarian style
Bavaria".
Practical knowledge:
 Thinking about a strategy for
the use of different Bavarian
style elements in the context of
"Learning by doing Pedagogy ‐
Formbridge: Strengthening
regional traditions and
hospitality in Bavaria".
 Develop a set of practical ideas
for decorating different events
in the Bavarian style (for
example, a wedding).

Differentiate
between
different
sewing and
needlework
techniques
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 3
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Name
woodworking
techniques as
well as the
tools and
machines
involved (e.g.
sawing, drilling,
planing)
 List the types of
wood typical of
the region (e.g.
spruce, beech)
 Remembering
the correct
order of work
steps in the
woodworking
process with
decorative
elements for
the gastronomy
sector



Select the appropriate
woodworking
techniques and tools
for a specific task

 Consider the appropriate order
of work steps in view of
occupational health and safety
regulations



Classify characteristics
of regional wood types



Determine the
necessary dimensions
for the product, the
calculation of the
quantities and the
necessary tools and
machines

 Develop a plan for the use of
different woodworking
techniques and tools as part of
"Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐
Formbridge: Strengthening
regional traditions and
hospitality in Bavaria".
 Design wooden decorative
elements for Bavarian‐style
gastronomy according to the
texture and wood processing
options of regional wood types.
Practical knowledge:
 Give professional advice on the
correct use and maintenance of
timber and design options.
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TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL COMPETENCIES
In relation to the individual
Thinking ability
Development of creativity
Lifelong learning
Employability
Adaptability
working techniques
Presentation skills
Act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Autonomous work
Recognize own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Independently develop a possible solution

In relation to others
Teamwork skills
Recognizing and appreciating others without considering their social or ethnic origin,
age, physical or mental abilities or other characteristics
Politeness
Punctuality
Communication skills with colleagues and clients
Recognition of the concept of service in the field of tourism
Take responsibility for a task
Process‐oriented network thinking and action
Ability to manage conflicts
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Formbridge – Training project in Greece

Description of the project

Project “Treatment of wool and dyeing with natural
colours. Preparing a dry stone botanical garden »
Over time, it seems that tradition and cultural heritage no longer belong to the current
generation but must, in some way, be passed on to future generations so that they
are preserved. In this context, culture and tradition are an area of activity that can be
very important and crucial for young people, immigrants, people at risk of dropping
out of school and generally at increased risk of unemployment, of poverty and social
exclusion. Activities directly linked to tradition and culture can serve as an alternative
non‐formal approach which will highlight areas likely to interest them and possibly
offer them professional opportunities.
The workshop, presented in detail below, focuses on two elements of the local folk
tradition of Ioannina: wool processing and dry stone. In this workshop, the trainees
will have the opportunity to be trained in the basic techniques of dry stone, to create
a botanical garden in dry stone and to learn how to cultivate plants and extract their
coloring compounds. They will also learn the first steps in processing wool and dyeing
with vegetable dyes extracted from plants.
Through the technique of dry stone, its use for the creation of a botanical garden, the
use of the botanical garden for dyeing wool, participants will learn the basic
techniques of heritage restoration and they will discover several aspects of agricultural
life and the territory.
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Target group

Young people, immigrants, at risk of dropping out of school and
threatened with unemployment, poverty and social exclusion.

Duration

30 hours

Methodology

Presentations, discussions, practical group work in the workshop,
group activities in the processing and dyeing of wool and a dry stone
construction.

Assessment of
learning
outcomes

Questionnaire/discussion for learners (Annex 8)

EQF level

2

Questionnaire/discussion for residents/institutions (Appendix 9)

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the workshop is to encourage the participation of young people
in activities that highlight the cultural heritage of the place by learning traditional
techniques and activities. Through this workshop, we aim to reverse this feeling, giving
young people the opportunity to discover cultural heritage through activities that will
preserve and enhance traditions and provide employment opportunities linked to
sustainable tourism.
In this context, the individual practical objectives of the worksite are as follows:


Know the historical context of weaving tools and techniques



Know the loom



Make your own fabric or tapestry

Finally, through training, we aim to cultivate in participants a spirit of cooperation,
communication and teamwork.
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INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
Each participant will explore:

socialization and autonomy through:


the acquisition of skills and abilities during the workshop



group activities



decision‐making and problem‐solving processes

orientation and discovery of traditional activities through:


the development of the person during the workshop



(self)assessment of abilities and skills



the development of relations with the environment

Each participant must:


Acquire technical and professional skills through manual activity in areas of
interest and promising



Acquire horizontal skills

Each trainee will be expected to participate in the workshop, during which they will
understand some elements of traditional activities, gain experience and have the
opportunity to reflect and plan their personal journey.
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TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS

“Treatment of wool and dyeing with natural colours and preparation of a
botanical garden in dry stone “

Module 0: Introduction to the workshop “
Unit learning outcomes: A0
Vocational Theory: History
 Elements on the history of the popular tradition
around the collection and processing of wool
 History of the evolution of wool processing techniques
 History and origin of dry stone techniques
 Plants that grow in Greece: properties and home use
 Plants in textile crafts
 Vocational Theory: Valuation
 Encourage the learning of traditional activities
 Tourism and economic enhancement of cultural
heritage

Core content

Professional practice: Valuation
 Engage local institutions to present the results of the
worksite
 Present his work to the inhabitants of Ioannina and the
surrounding villages
**************************************************
***
Module 1: Introduction to dry stone
Unit learning outcomes: A1

Vocational theory: Construction



Study of dry stone construction techniques
Study of materials and their properties
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Analysis of a dry stone construction



Learning techniques

Professional Practice: Construction



Visiting a dry stone construction for the study of
techniques
Observation and learning of techniques: transmission of
practical construction techniques

**************************************************
***

Module 2: Botanical Garden
Unit learning outcomes: A2
Vocational Theory: Plant Cultivation/Treatment



Plant cultivation techniques
Techniques for building a dry stone botanical garden



Treatment of plants for the creation of colouring
components for dyeing wool yarn

Professional Practice: Plant Cultivation/Treatment



Choosing the location of the botanical garden
Site preparation/dry stone construction



Planting



Choice of plants for colour creation



Creation of colouring components

**************************************************
***
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Module 3: Processing wool for weaving
Unit learning outcomes: A3

Professional Theory: Treatment



Sorting the quality of the wool according to the length of
the thread
Washing and cleaning of foreign bodies and greasy bodies

Professional Practice: Processing


Wool washing

**************************************************
***
Module 4: Wool Processing Tools
Unit learning outcomes: A4
Professional theory: Familiarization with the tools


Demonstration of the use of the scraper, the distaff, the
spindle and the spindle whorl

Professional Practice: Application



Framing the wool, which consists of untangling and
aerating the wool using the scraper
Creation of the tablecloth

**************************************************
***

Module 5: Creating a yarn
Unit learning outcomes: A5
Vocational theory: Creation of a wool yarn
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Demonstration of the creation of a wool yarn with the
distaff, the spindle and the spindle whorl

Professional practice: Creation of a wool yarn


Spinning

**************************************************
***
Module 6: Dyeing with vegetable colours
Unit learning outcomes: A6
Vocational theory: Dyeing wool


Techniques for dyeing wool with vegetable dyes

Professional practice: Dyeing wool


Dyeing wool with vegetable dyes from the botanical
garden
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 0
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Know the
historical
context around
the popular
tradition of
wool
processing and
around dry
stone
construction.

 Know the historical context
around the popular tradition of
wool processing and around
drystone construction.

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Name the basic
dry stone
construction
techniques

 Apply basic dry stone
construction
techniques

 Determine the
materials
needed and
their properties
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 Use dry stone construction
techniques.

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Name the main
plants in
Greece and
their properties

 Treat plants to extract
coloring compounds

 Combine dry stone knowledge
to create a botanical garden

 Know the
process by
which plants
produce dyes

Unit learning outcomes: Module 3
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...


Choose wool

 Wash and clean the
wool

 Organize the tasks and readjust
them in order to obtain the
expected result

Unit Learning Outcomes: Module 4
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Recognize the
main wool
processing tools



Use wool processing
tools
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 Correctly combine tools for wool
processing

Unit learning outcomes: Unit 5
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Recognize the
tools for
creating wool
yarns

 Create wool yarns

 Correctly associate the tools for
the creation of wool yarns

Unit Learning Outcomes: Module 6
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Recognize the
main
techniques for
dyeing wool
with natural
dyes

 Use natural dyes to
dye wool

 Combine dry stone construction
techniques, wool processing
techniques and the botanical
garden to create colorful wool
yarns

TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL SKILLS
Interpersonal communication skills
‐ Verbal/non‐verbal communication
‐ Body language
‐ Ability to make decisions and solve problems

Cooperation and teamwork
‐ Respect for differences
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‐ Compliance with principles and rules
‐ Ability to stay focused on goals
‐ Increased productivity

Strengthening the locus of control
‐ Self‐esteem/building self‐confidence
‐ Self‐knowledge, including knowledge of one's strengths and weaknesses
‐ Ability to set goals
‐ Self‐assessment / assertiveness / self‐monitoring

Development of empowerment skills
‐ Acquisition of knowledge
‐ Avoid negative spirit and critical attitude
‐ Culture of determination
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Formbridge – Training project in Greece (2)

Description of the project

Project: “Use of wool products for weaving and
tapestry”
Over time, it seems that tradition and cultural heritage do not belong to the current
generation but must, in some way, be passed on to future generations so that they
are preserved. In this context, culture and tradition are an area of activity that can be
very important and crucial for young people, immigrants, people at risk of dropping
out of school and generally at increased risk of unemployment, poverty and social
exclusion. Activities directly linked to tradition and culture can serve as an alternative
non‐formal approach which will highlight areas likely to interest them and possibly
offer them professional opportunities.
The interpretation of textiles and the art of weaving in general “as cultural
phenomena” is done through their social integration and their function and not only
according to their provenance. The broad framework of textile art proves its common
acceptance by members of the community while valuing members' direct and
continuous communication, interaction, interdependence, cooperation and solidarity,
principles that promote facilitation. of social coexistence.
Thus, the workshop presented in detail below attempts, through training in weaving
and the use of the loom, to highlight these principles and to give participants the
opportunity to familiarize themselves with the art of weaving and what accompanies
it.
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Target group

Young people, immigrants at risk of dropping out of school and
generally at increased risk of unemployment, poverty and social
exclusion

Duration

30 hours

Methodology

Presentations, discussions, practical group work in the workshop,
weaving group activities.

Assessment of
learning
outcomes

Questionnaire/discussion for learners (Annex 8)

EQF level

2

Questionnaire/discussion for residents/institutions (Appendix 9)

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the workshop "Use of wool products for weaving and tapestry"
is to encourage the participation of young people in activities that highlight the
cultural heritage of the place by learning techniques and traditional activities. Through
this workshop, we aim to reverse this feeling, giving young people the opportunity to
discover cultural heritage through activities that will preserve and enhance traditions
and provide employment opportunities linked to sustainable tourism.
In this context, the individual practical objectives of the project are:


Know the historical context of weaving tools and techniques



Know the loom



Make your own fabric or tapestry

Finally, through training, we aim to cultivate in participants a spirit of cooperation,
communication and teamwork.

INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
Each participant will explore:

socialization and autonomy through:


the acquisition of skills and abilities during the workshop
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group activities



decision‐making and problem‐solving processes

guidance and discovery of traditional activities by:


the development of the person during the workshop



(self)assessment of abilities and skills



the development of relations with the environment

Each participant must:


Acquire technical and professional skills through manual activity in areas of
interest and promising



Acquire horizontal skills

Each trainee will be expected to participate in the workshop, during which they will
understand some elements of traditional activities, gain experience and have the
opportunity to reflect and plan their personal journey.

TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS
“ Use of wool products for weaving and tapestry

Module 0: Introduction to the project “
Unit learning outcomes: A0

Core content

Professional theory: Story
 Historical data on the popular art of weaving and its local
and national evolution.
 History of weaving techniques
Professional theory: Valuation
 Encourage the learning of traditional activities
 Tourism and economic enhancement of cultural heritage
Professional practice : Valuation
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 Engage local institutions to present the results of the
worksite
 Present his work to the inhabitants of Ioannina and the
surrounding villages
**************************************************
***
Module 1: Knowledge of the loom
Unit learning outcomes: A1
Professional theory: Weaving loom parts


The main parts of the loom (warp, weft, spindle)



How to mount the warp thread on the loom

Professional practice : Presentation/demonstration


Presentation of the loom and demonstration

**************************************************
***
Module 2: Weaving
Unit learning outcomes: A2
Professional theory: Weaving


Know the basic techniques of weaving

Professional practice : Weaving
Practical application of weaving
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 0
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Summarize
the historical
context
around the
folk art of
weaving and
its local and
national
evolution
 Know the
history of
weaving
techniques

 Recognize the
importance of
cultural heritage

 Encourage similar popular
tradition discovery activities in
the future

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Recognize the
main parts of
the loom

 Preparing the loom

 Use a loom

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...
 Know the basic
weaving
techniques

 Use the loom for
weaving
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 Create a fabric or rug

TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL SKILLS
Interpersonal communication skills
‐ Verbal/non‐verbal communication
‐ Body language
‐ Ability to make decisions and solve problems

Cooperation and teamwork
‐ Respect for differences
‐ Compliance with principles and rules
‐ Ability to stay focused on goals
‐ Increased productivity

Strengthening the locus of control
‐ Self‐esteem/building self‐confidence
‐ Self‐knowledge, including knowledge of one's strengths and weaknesses
‐ Ability to set goals
‐ Self‐assessment / assertiveness / self‐monitoring

Development of empowerment skills
‐ Acquisition of knowledge
‐ Avoid negative spirit and critical attitude
‐ Culture of determination
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PICTURE GALLERY
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FormBridge – Training poject in Provence (France)

Description of the project

Project: "First steps in the professions of restoration and
enhancement of the built heritage in Provence:
rehabilitation of a calade (cobbled street) in
Forcalquier"
In order to allow young people far from a course, training or employment to regain
their self‐confidence and set foot in a socialized work environment, the objective of
this local heritage restoration project is to enable these young people to discover the
profession of heritage restoration.

Between Montagne de Lure and Luberon, between Calavon and Durance, Forcalquier
has for a long time been extended over an even larger territory. Indeed, if listening to
this name today, one thinks of a small town perched on its safre rock and dominated
by the plateau of the Citadel and its Notre‐Dame de Provence chapel; the country of
Forcalquier was an independent state capable of competing with the counties of
Toulouse and Barcelona. The numerous Romanesque buildings of today testify to the
extent of this power. Similarly, the many private mansions and political buildings
(court, sub‐prefecture etc…) still show us that Forcalquier was the heart of its valley.
The citadel of Forcalquier retains few traces of the fortified site. Bombed, then
dismantled by the inhabitants, the place is today a plateau on which was built the
Notre‐Dame‐de‐Provence chapel, the carillon and the many oratories. All the streets
of the old centre seem to lead there. If, at the end of the century and at the beginning
of the 21st century, Forcalquier underwent a major operation of urban renovation of
its historic centre; this sector seems to have been spared: it is also impossible to
approach the plateau without walking on a traditional dry stone cobblestone. A large
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number of them have been rehabilitated by Alpes de Lumière. The municipality of
Forcalquier is therefore once again calling on our expertise. Forcalquier has undergone
a major urban renewal operation in its historic centre; this sector seems to have been
spared: it is also impossible to approach the plateau without walking on a traditional
dry stone cobblestone. A large number of them have been rehabilitated by Alpes de
Lumière. The municipality of Forcalquier is therefore once again calling on our
expertise. Forcalquier has undergone a major urban renewal operation in its historic
center; this sector seems to have been spared: it is also impossible to approach the
plateau without walking on a traditional dry stone cobblestone called in French
“calade”. A large number of them have been rehabilitated by Alpes de Lumière. The
municipality of Forcalquier is therefore once again calling on our expertise.

The calade in question is accessible from the Ubac gardens. The upper part, close to
the plateau of the citadel and located to the east, was restored by Alpes de Lumière a
few years ago. The 2021 volunteer site will allow this restoration work to continue
down towards rue de la Citadelle. Through this work, young people will be able to
discover an ancient practice of producing stone paths without mortar. Restoration of
heritage in a heritage setting (the Citadel of Forcalquier), the project will therefore
also be an opportunity to promote a work practice that is itself heritage.

Target group

Unemployed young people aged 18-25, half of whom are
followed by an institution to combat youth unemployment

Duration

60 hours

Methodology

Presentations (historical and technical), practical group work on
site, team-building activities

Assessment of
Self-assessment questionnaires for learners after 30 hours of
learning outcomes work and then after 60 hours (Annex 10)
EQF Level

2
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The project is imagined as having to combine


obligations of result: the calade must be finished at the end of 60 hours, carried
out in a professional manner, and presented to its public sponsors, so as to
benefit the inhabitants of the town and tourists in their passage towards the
Citadel,



obligations of means: the project must allow young people to learn technique
(the restoration of a dry stone cobblestone), to gain self‐confidence, to
participate in the dynamics of a social group, to practice self‐assessment, to
discover the profession of heritage restorer, to take their first steps in it by
meeting professionals and to develop a certain number of transversal skills,
while spending time enjoyable and exciting

INDIVIDUAL OBJECTIVES
The individual objectives of trainers and young people will correspond to the collective
objectives of the training. This will include, for young people, to develop all the
technical and transversal skills listed below.

The technical skills to be acquired are those that correspond to this particular aspect
of the profession of heritage restorer which is the restoration of a dry stone
cobblestone:
→ Understand the importance of site preparation
→ Correctly select the stones and tools to be used
→ Use tools and stones in accordance with the safety instructions
→ Place the stones one after the other without mortar
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They also involve basic theoretical knowledge related to the specificity of the site used
for the experiment:
→ Explain impact tourist of this type of project
→ Be able to name several basic elements relating to the historical context of the
project

TABLE OF TECHNICAL SKILLS

First steps in the professions of restoration and enhancement of the built
heritage in Provence: rehabilitation of a calade in Forcalquier

Module 0: Introduction to the construction site
Duration: 5 hours, spread over the first two days
Trainers: Romain Cluzel, Sabrina Da Conceiçao, Nina Tissot,
Geoffroy Gonzalez, 2 educational supervisors

Core content

‐ Guided tour of the citadel of Forcalquier’s site, linking
buildings and landscape elements, history of past restorations,
perspective
‐ Presentation of the Alpes de Lumière association and the
challenges of the project for young people
‐ Presentation of the FormBridge approach and the transversal
and technical skills that will be more particularly developed
‐ Presentation of the participants (supervisors, young people)
‐ Presentation of the construction site and logistics
‐ Introduction to tools and safety rules
‐ Introduction to the use of dry stone and the challenges of
restoring calades

**************************************************
*******
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Module 1: Restoring a calade
Duration: 40 hours, spread over days 1 to 9
Trainers: Romain Cluzel, Nina Tissot, educational supervisors
‐ Introduction to basic gestures
‐ Presentation of the construction phases
‐ Implementation of the construction site

**************************************************
*******

Module 2: Be part of a team of heritage restorers
Duration :5 hours, spread over two weeks
Trainers: Romain Cluzel, Nina Tissot, educational supervisors
‐ Presentation of the profession of heritage restorer
‐ Activities aimed at strengthening the bonds of the group
(preparation of meals together, visits to heritage sites)
‐ Photo and video reports by young people then broadcast on
social networks
‐ Organization by young people of an end‐of‐site visit to which
representatives of the municipality and the profession will be
invited
‐ Self‐assessment of young people throughout the experience
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Unit learning outcomes: Module 0
Abilities

Knowledge

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Identify the local

 Explain the importance

players in the dry
stone
construction/resto
ration profession
and the main
stages of a career
in this profession.

 Promoting the site on social

of the historical
context of a
construction site
 Compare their skills
with those required by
the profession.

networks, presenting the
uniqueness of the site to tourists,
employers and the press.

 Contact local employers to find a
job and present their experience in
the construction/restoration field.

Unit learning outcomes: Module 1
Knowledge

Abilities

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Identify the basic
principles of calade
work (tools, stones,
gestures).

 Summarize the basics of

 Correctly select the
stones and the tools to be
used, place the stones in
a professional manner.
 Apply safety
recommendations.

workplace safety.
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 Build and restore a calade.

 Work without constant
supervision and take
responsibility for working
with others without
putting them at risk.

Unit learning outcomes: Module 2
Abilities

Knowledge

Responsibility and Autonomy

After completing this unit, learners will be able to...

 Appreciate and
foster the value
of teamwork

 Mobilize team‐building

 Be part of other restorer teams

practices and conflict
resolution tools

TABLE OF TRANSVERSAL SKILLS
Self‐assessment, Communication, Interaction, Presentation,
Group work and Team management and Conflict resolution

‐ Reporting on their work
Know how to summarize the day's activity
Report on the task when completed
Use vocabulary adapted to the professional field

‐ Speaking in groups
Dare to speak
Make complete and understandable sentences
be audible

‐ Team working
Collaborate with other team members
Communicate with the team
Show support
Be vigilant for yourself
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Be watchful for others
Accept your own mistakes
Accept the mistakes of others

‐ Establish appropriate relationships with professional contacts
Accept diversity in employment
Respect the speaking time of others
Consider comments
Respect your interlocutor
Consider guidelines
Have active listening
Use appropriate language according to your interlocutor
Apply polite formulas

Problem Solving and Perseverance

‐ Aim for quality work
Be conscientious
Do a neat job
Have an overview of the work, the project
Have a concern for work

‐ Make decisions to carry out tasks
Have read the instructions beforehand
Argue their decisions
Demonstrate autonomy

‐ Perform actions while respecting time instructions

‐ Respect the schedules
Be present every day
Arrive on time
Depart on time
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Risk management

‐ Apply work safety rules
Wear the appropriate PPE for the work situation
Smoking in permitted places
Refrain from alcohol consumption in the workplace
Avoid the consumption of illegal products in the workplace

‐ Adapt the work to his physical capacity
Analyse the work to be done
Use the right tool
Proceed in stages if necessary
Get help from the team

Negotiation and persuasion

‐ Know how to use digital tools to facilitate their work
Receive and read emails
Send a message by email
Send a document by email
Find contact information for a person or organization
Use a smartphone to take photos, videos
Post photos and videos on social networks

‐ Know how to take charge of communication with various audiences about your work
Contact the local press to present his work
Contact local employers to showcase their work
Identify local players in the business
Identify the main stages of a career in the profession
Compare your skills with those that the profession requires

Assessing the Change in Mindset
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PICTURE GALLERY

Figure2: Bottom of the calade seen from
above, beginning of the clearing

Figure1: Bottom of the calade seen from
below before the construction site

Figures 3 and 4 : Bottom of the calade
seen from below, finishing work on a
segment
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4. Appendices —The tools that the partners used in the projects
Annex 1 – Self-assessment questionnaire for learners before and after the
project – proposed by Italy

SELF‐ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE (before and after the pilot)

To what extent do you agree with the following sentences?
Totally agree ‐ agree ‐ disagree ‐ totally disagree

1. I think I'm worth at least as much as others
2.I think I have a number of qualities
3.I'm inclined to think I'm a complete loser.
4.I can do things at least as well as most people.
5.I don't think I have much to be proud of.
6. I have a positive attitude towards myself
7.Overall, I am satisfied with myself
8.I wish I had more respect for myself
9.I definitely feel useless at times
10. Sometimes I think I'm good for nothing
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Annex 2 – Observative assessment questionnaire for educators/guardians - proposed by Italy

SURNAME AND FIRST NAME OF THE PARTICIPANT:

EVALUATION METHODS

RATING SCALE

Practical test

Mock test

Other: Observation of project activities

Knowledge/skills possessed

NONE SUFFICIENT OPTIMAL
ASSESSED DIMENSIONS

DESCRIPTORS

EVALUATION

Not applicable

Properly understand the tasks entrusted to him
SECTORAL LANGUAGE SKILLS

Understand and use the correct name for tools and materials.

MANUAL CAPACITY

Do the job with good dexterity

WORKING METHOD

He/she has a reasoned methodology in the execution of the work (takes
into account the successive phases)
Is able to carry out intermediate checks on the partial results of the work
entrusted to him.
Respect the deadline
He/she takes care of the materials/tools and keeps the workstation clean
and tidy.

SECURITY AND RISK
MANAGEMENT

Prevent and properly manage risk elements
Comply with health and safety rules, use safety and risk prevention
devices correctly.
Uses verbal/non-verbal communication correctly
Practices active listening
Respects the different contributions and styles of others
Knows how to assess his own abilities and makes them available to the
group.

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS

Has good self-esteem/self-confidence
Has a good knowledge of himself, including his rights, values, attitudes,
strengths and weaknesses.
Has an ability to set goals
Has the ability to self-assess

TECHNICAL AND
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Can identify the material (wood) according to the transformation to be
carried out / can identify the different types of fabric / support to decorate.
Can develop and interpret a simple technical drawing
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Knows how to recognize the tools and equipment needed to perform
specific tasks
Applies techniques for assembling and assembling wooden objects
made up of several parts.
Recognizes and applies the operating sequences of the different
procedures, depending on the product to be manufactured.
Applies different decorating techniques
Applies products and types of treatment for finishing artefacts./Applies
the different decoration techniques
IN ADDITION :

indicate)
General assessment

SIGNATURE OF ASSESSOR
________________________________
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Annex 3 – Technical Evaluation Questionnaire - proposed by Belgium

Last & First Name…………………………………………………………
Appraisers: ………………………………………………………………….

FormBridge
“Learning by doing pedagogy ‐ A Revised Approach to Foster Formative ladders
and bridges”

2019‐1‐FR01‐KA202‐063190

TECHNICAL EVALUATION
DATE

BRUSHCUTTER

..…/…../…..

I know how to start a brushcutter



I know how to adjust the engine speed
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I know how to use all the blades



I know how to start swathing



I am fast



I know how to do maintenance



I know how to do small repairs


DATE

TRANSVERSAL SKILLS

..…/…../…..



Uses verbal/non-verbal communication correctly



Practice active listening



Respects the different contributions and styles of others



Knows how to assess his own abilities and makes them available to the group.



Has good self-esteem/self-confidence



Has a good knowledge of himself, including his rights, values, attitudes, strengths and
weaknesses.



Has an ability to set goals



Has the ability to self-assess
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DATE

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDES

..…/…../…..

I apply the safety instructions



I am on time



I listen to technical remarks and draw conclusions



I respect the equipment and the premises


DATE

RELATIONAL ATTITUDES

..…/…../…..

WITH MY TRAINERS, MY COLLEAGUES, EXTERNAL FACILITATORS
I know the training rules, I understand the charter and I respect it



I warn in case of delay or absence



I understand the instructions ‐ I respect them ‐ I apply them



I pay attention to comments and take them into account.



I express myself by respecting others (colleagues, trainers, etc.) that is to
say, by expressing myself directly, without detour, but with
consideration for the person in front of me and myself
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DATE

RULES OF LIFE

..…/…../…..

I am clean and neat



I have a diet related to my work



I have working hours



Formulation of the post-Training project:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________
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Annex 4 – Growth mindset (peer- or teacher-reviewed) – proposed by France

Please think now about (NAME OF THE STUDENT). In the following, the
scale represents (NAME OF THE STUDENT). For each statement, please
indicate on the scale the level that comes closest to the behaviour of
(NAME OF THE STUDENT)
He avoids
difficult
situations
Faced with
obstacles, he
wants to give
up
He considers
that making
efforts is
useless
It ignores
negative
reactions or
reviews,
even if they
are helpful
He feels that
the success
of others
threatens
him

…1…2…3…4…5…6…7…8…9…10
…

He accepts difficult
situations

…1…2…3…4…5…6…7…8…9…10
…

Faced with
obstacles, he wants
to persevere

…1…2…3…4…5…6…7…8…9…10
…

He believes that
making effort leads
to mastery

…1…2…3…4…5…6…7…8…9…10
…

It can learn from
negative feedback
and criticism

…1…2…3…4…5…6…7…8…9…10
…

He learns from and
finds inspiration in
the success of
others

Annex 5 - Self-assessment of the educational project by middle school students – proposed by France

1.

Please describe in a few lines, in your opinion, how the worksite went, highlighting the modules that interested you during the
training and explaining why?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2.

What would be, in your opinion, the points of improvement to be made?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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3.

In order to assess what the training has brought you personally, among the following field of skills: communication ; interaction ;
group work and team management; adaptability; creativity and lateral thinking; spirit of development. Please complete the
following questionnaires.

Communication
Totally
disagree
It's hard for me to find the right words to express
myself
I achieve my communication objectives
I can persuade people to have my opinion
I express myself well orally
Others describe me as a warm person
I tell others how I feel
I tell people when I feel close to them
Other people think I understand them
I have difficulty asserting myself
I fight for my ideas
I let others know that I understand what they are
saying
In conversations with friends I not only perceive
what they say, but also what they don't say.
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Somehow
Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somehow
agree

Totally
agree

I try to look other people in the eye when I talk to
them
Interaction‐Synthesis
Interaction competence refers to a person's ability to manage interpersonal relationships in communicative contexts (Rubin & Martin,
1994).
In summary, you are asked to list your strengths, weaknesses and ways to improve your communication skills.

Communication/presentation Communication/presentation
skills what do I need to
skills that are my strengths
improve?

What can I do to
improve myself?

Group work and team management
Competence of group work and team management refers to the ability to manage relationships with other people (Chell, 2013), in order
to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities and implement ideas (Komarkova et al. , 2015; Moberg et al., 2014).

Agree

Disagree

What I think I can bring to a team as part of the project
I think I understand the interest of the project proposed to me and translate it into activities.
I can work well with different people.
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I have a capacity for imagination in this kind of situation
I feel able to detect the individual skills of the team members who will be used for the site
I can propose different solutions to approach the management of the site
I may have a fault in teamwork, it is that:
I am not comfortable if meetings are not well structured, controlled and generally well
conducted.
I tend to mobilize the floor during new topics.
It is difficult for me to join easily and enthusiastically in the proposals of my colleagues.
I am seen as energetic and authoritative when it comes to important issues.
I tend to get carried away with ideas that come to mind and lose track of what's going on.
My colleagues think that I sometimes worry unnecessarily about the details and the
possibility that something could go wrong
When I participate in a project with other people:
I have the ability to influence people without having to put pressure on them.
I am generally effective in avoiding errors that spoil the success of an operation.
I can push for action to be taken so that the project does not lose sight of the main objective.
You can count on me to produce something original.
I am always ready to support a good suggestion in the common interest.
I quickly see possibilities in new ideas and new developments.
I think my ability to judge will be appreciated by other team members
My characteristic attitude when working in a group is as follows:
I remain in the background in order to get to know my colleagues better.
I do not hesitate to question the opinion of others or to defend a minority opinion myself.
I can usually find an argument to refute unconvincing propositions.
I think I have a knack for making things work once a project has been implemented.
I bring a touch of perfectionism to any work I undertake.
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Although I consider all points of view, I do not hesitate to assert my personal position.
I feel satisfaction in a job because:
I am interested in finding practical solutions to problems.
I like to feel that I foster good working relationships.
I can have a strong influence on decisions.
I have the chance to meet new people with different ideas.
I can get people to agree on priorities.
I am in my element and can give a task my full attention.
If I am suddenly given a difficult task in a limited time and with people I don't know:
I would feel cornered and I would try to get out of this impasse before starting work.
I would find a way to reduce the scale of the task by establishing how different individuals
can contribute to it.
My natural sense of urgency would help ensure we didn't fall behind.
I believe I would keep my composure and maintain my ability to think clearly.
Despite conflicting pressures, I will move forward doing what needs to be done.
I would take the lead of the group if it did not progress.
Regarding the problems I encounter when working in a group:
I tend to overreact when people get in the way
My desire to verify that important details are correct is not always welcomed.
I tend to get bored quickly unless I am actively engaged with stimulating people.
I find it difficult to start if the objectives are not clear.
I am sometimes unable to highlight the complex points that come to mind.
I hesitate to express my personal opinions in front of complex or powerful people.
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Annex 6 - Self-assessment—proposed by Germany

Self‐evaluation

Name : ______________________________________________________

Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Unit 0: Introduction
I can :
Name the different regions of Bavaria
Show on a map the most important cities in Bavaria
Assign towns and locations to Bavarian regions
List typical Bavarian sights
Recognize important landmarks in Bavaria
Assign Bavaria's landmarks and traditions to the correct historical period
Define typical features that represent Bavaria (e.g. colours, animals, anthem, individuals)
Choose special terms from the Bavarian language related to traditions or characteristics
Distinguish the lifestyle in Bavaria from that of other parts of Germany or Europe
Identify characteristic Bavarian traditions
Classify Bavarian traditions according to their domain (e.g. food, clothing, materials)
Reflect on the importance of Bavarian traditions in urban and rural areas and how they are
preserved
Identify traditional Bavarian meals, foods, drinks and ingredients
Select classic Bavarian recipes
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Develop a classification of Bavarian food and drink according to their preparation and
presentation in the context of "Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening
regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria".
Identify traditional Bavarian costumes and accessories
Choose typical Bavarian clothes and crafts
Develop a classification of Bavarian accessories and decorative elements related to their
production and use in the context of " Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge:
Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria".
Identify traditional Bavarian materials for construction and crafts
Choose typical Bavarian materials used in the gastronomy and catering sector
Develop a classification of Bavarian materials according to their production and use in the
context of " Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions and
hospitality in Bavaria".

Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Unit 0: Introduction
The activity supports my
Thinking ability
The development of my creativity
Lifelong learning
Ability to work in a team
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
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Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Module 1: Cooking and serving
I can:
List the different cleaning products and their proper use
Choose the appropriate supplies for cleaning independently and professionally at the
workplace in the kitchen
Adhere to personal hygiene, occupational safety and HACCP guidelines regarding cooling and
serving temperatures, food heating times, correct use of raw meat, raw peaches, raw poultry
meat and raw eggs.
Name the different nutrients and their nutritional value
Distinguish traditional Bavarian meals according to their nutritional value
Explore different forms of diet (e.g. vegetarian, vegan, lactose‐free, gluten‐free) and assign
traditional Bavarian dishes accordingly
Recognize different cooking methods and techniques (e.g. boiling, frying, melting)
Decide which cooking techniques are used for typical Bavarian dishes
Develop a plan for the use of different cooking techniques achievable within the framework
of "Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions and
hospitality in Bavaria".
Identify the appropriate technical terms of equipment and work tools in a professional
kitchen
Differentiate the use of work equipment for particular tasks (e.g. carving knife, cheese knife)
Develop a plan for the use of different equipment and work tools that can be made within the
framework of " Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions
and hospitality in Bavaria ".
Illustrate recipes and ingredients typical of the Bavarian region
Choose quantities and methods of preparation for recipes
Decide which are the typical regional meals that it is possible to offer as part of " Learning by
Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria ".
Identify, using appropriate technical terms, work equipment and tools in a professional
service context (e.g. setting up)
Differentiate the use of work equipment for particular tasks (e.g. appropriate glasses for
drinks, cutlery)
Develop a plan for the use of different equipment and work tools that can be made within the
framework of " Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions
and hospitality in Bavaria ".
Recognize the relevance of correct orders and invoicing
Choose the appropriate work clothes for the service
Design a concept for a Bavarian gastronomic event and an attractive menu within the
framework of " Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions
and hospitality in Bavaria ".
List food suppliers for typical Bavarian cuisine ingredients
Compare prices of ingredients and suppliers and control the quality of delivered goods
Demonstrate sustainability by choosing seasonal products and regional suppliers
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Illustrate proper techniques for cutting, peeling, portioning or arranging food and beverages
Prepare cold starters, salads, desserts and drinks according to simple recipes
Implement the correct quantities and cooking temperatures when preparing
Identify the different creative shapes of napkins and their hygienic advantages and
disadvantages.
Set the table for a multi‐course menu, including decorative items like candles, napkins,
flowers
Dress up nice cutlery in Bavarian style for different occasions (e.g. birthday party, business
dinner)
Recognize different serving techniques (e.g. buffet style, serving on a plate or with trays)
Serve meals and drinks in a professional manner (e.g. on the right side)
Take care of customers from their arrival at the restaurant until the payment of the bill with a
professional and polite attitude

Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria

Module 1: Cooking and serving
The activity supports my
Thinking ability
The development of my creativity
Lifelong learning
Employability
Flexibility
working techniques
Presentation techniques
How to act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Autonomous work
Recognition of own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Independent development of a possible solution
The ability to work in a team
Recognition and appreciation of other people, regardless of their social or ethnic origin, age,
physical or mental abilities or any other characteristic.
Politeness
Punctuality
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Communication skills with colleagues and guests
Recognition of the concept of service in tourism
Taking responsibility for a task
Process‐oriented networked thinking and action
Ability to manage conflicts
....

Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria

Module 2: Sewing and decorating
I can :
Name the typical textile materials traditionally used in Bavaria
Attribute different textile materials to their use in the Bavarian gastronomy sector
Design suitable decorative elements for Bavarian‐style gastronomy
Identify with the appropriate technical terms the equipment and work tools in the context of
sewing and decoration (for example, washing and ironing instructions)
Differentiate between the use of different materials and work equipment for particular tasks
(for example, a sewing machine)
Draw up a plan for the use of different accessories and decorative elements within the
framework of " Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions
and hospitality in Bavaria".
Differentiate several sewing and needlework techniques
Sew typical Bavarian napkins or coasters
Thinking about a strategy to apply a series of Bavarian style elements within the framework of
" Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality
in Bavaria".
Identify the relevant areas of decoration in gastronomy with regard to hygiene and safety
requirements
Decorate the guest room in a traditional Bavarian style
Develop a reservoir of practical ideas for the decoration of different events in Bavarian style
(for example, a wedding)
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Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria

Module 2: Sewing and decorating
The activity supports my
Thinking ability
The development of my creativity
Lifelong learning
Employability
Flexibility
working techniques
Presentation techniques
How to act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Autonomous work
Recognition of my own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Independent development of a possible solution
The ability to work in a team
Punctuality
Communication skills with colleagues
Taking responsibility for a task
Process‐oriented networked thinking and action
Ability to manage conflicts
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Strengthen
regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Module 3: Wood
I can :
Identify potential woodworking hazards, e.g. health hazards from heavy loads, machinery,
toxic paints or fire
Deciding on mandatory protective devices to prevent accident and health risks for oneself and
others
Consider the appropriate order of work steps based on occupational health and safety
regulations.
Name woodworking techniques and related machines or tools (e.g. sawing, planing, drilling)
Select the appropriate woodworking techniques and tools for a specific task
Develop a plan for the use of different woodworking techniques and tools as part of "
Learning by Doing Pedagogy ‐ Formbridge: Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in
Bavaria".
List typical regional wood types (e.g. spruce, beech)
Classify characteristics of regional wood types
Design wooden decorative elements for Bavarian‐style gastronomy according to the texture
and wood processing possibilities of regional wood types
Recall the correct order of work steps in the woodworking process with decorative elements
for the gastronomy sector.
Determine the necessary dimensions of the product, the calculated quantities and the tools
and machines required
Give professional advice on the correct use and maintenance of timber and design options

Strengthen regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria

Module 3: Wood
The activity supports my
Thinking ability
Development of creativity
Lifelong learning
Employability
Flexibility
working techniques
Presentation techniques
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How to act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Autonomous work
Recognition of own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Independent development of a possible solution
The ability to work in a team
Punctuality
Communication skills with colleagues
Taking responsibility for a task
Process‐oriented networked thinking and action
Ability to manage conflicts
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Annex 7 - Group evaluation – proposed by the German

Group assessment

Name : ______________________________________________________

Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Unit 0: Introduction

As a group, we have improved....

YES

WHAT
Knowledge of Bavarian geography
Knowledge of Bavarian sights and monuments
Knowledge of typical Bavarian characteristics
Knowledge of culture in Germany and Bavaria
Develop creativity
Lifelong learning
The ability to work in a team
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NOPE

Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Module 1: Cooking and serving

As a group, we have improved....

YES

WHAT
Knowledge of traditional meals
Bavarian style food preparation skills
Skills to present food in an attractive way
Skills to serve food appropriately
Develop creativity
Lifelong learning
The ability to work in a team
Act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Recognition of own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Take responsibility for a task
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NOPE

Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Module 2: Sewing and decorating

As a group, we have improved....

YES

WHAT
Knowledge of typical textile materials traditionally used in Bavaria
Skills in working with textile materials
Attractive decoration skills
Develop creativity
Lifelong learning
The ability to work in a team
Act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Recognition of own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Take responsibility for a task
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NO

Strengthening regional traditions and hospitality in Bavaria
Module 3: Wood

As a group, we have improved....

YES

WHAT
Knowledge of regional wood types in Bavaria
Woodworking skills
Skills in the use of wood as a decorative element
Develop creativity
Lifelong learning
The ability to work in a team
Act sustainably
Economic thinking
Physical resilience
Recognition of own strengths, weaknesses and talents
Take responsibility for a task
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NO

Annex 8 – Questionnaire/discussion for trainees – proposed by Greece
INTERN EVALUATION SHEET
TRAINER INFORMATION
NAME
NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION
E-MAIL

TITLE OF THE ACTIVITY
PHONE.

INTERN INFORMATION
NAME
DATE (DD/MM/YEAR)
Excellent
Evaluate the
trainee on the
following
points
Professional
attitude
Effective
performance of
tasks
Oral
communication
skills
Written
communication
skills
The ability to
work in a team
Ability to
adapt to
different tasks
Decision
making,
priority setting
Reliability and
independence
Attention to
workmanship
and details
Willing to ask
for help and
advice
Quality of
work
Demonstrates
critical
thinking and

Very well

Satisfying
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To be
improved

Not
satisfying

Don't
know /
don't
answer

ability to
problem solve
Seemed happy
with this
experience
Overall, how would you
rate your experience with
the intern?

excellent

Good

Correct

Incomplete

Annex 9 – Trainer's evaluation sheet – Proposed by Greece
I TRAINER INFORMATION
NAME:

POSITION:

ORGANIZATION NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:

E‐MAIL:

INTERN INFORMATION
NAME:
DATE (DD/MM/YYYY): PLACE:

ON THE TRAINER
Please rate the trainer on the following
by checking the appropriate box.
Excellent

Very good Satisfying

Management of teaching materials
Content Delivery and
Knowledge
Clarity of objectives
The duration of the course was
appropriate Q
The pace of the course was adapted to
the content and the trainees
Interactions with trainees
Responses to trainees
Talking techniques
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To be
improved

Not
satisfying

Not
applicable

Question quality
Check understanding and feedback
Provides a learning opportunity for a
variety of learning styles
Oral language
Maintains professional working
relationships with staff, including
supervisor

TRAINER EVALUATION SHEET

The training session as a whole was well received by the
participants

Totally
agree
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Okay

disagree

not
agree at
all

Annex 10 – Learner's diary – proposed by Greece

LEARNER JOURNAL
This trainee diary will help you record your main activities and the different aspects of the day-today training. It will also allow you to track your progress!
Date :
What did I learn today?
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What questions do I ask myself? What did I not understand?

How important
is what
I learned?
Comments
made by
others
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What area do I need/want to deepen and what efforts should I make to learn more?

Other comments...
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Annex 11 – Self-assessment questionnaires for learners (at 30h and 60h) – Proposed by France
Self‐assessment 1 – FR – Alpes de Lumière

PRESENTATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
This document presents four tools for self‐assessment of the skills of young volunteers involved in the restoration site of a calade in Forcalquier,
within the framework of the European partnership FormBridge and under the responsibility of Alpes de Lumière.
This series of questionnaires will make it possible to improve the skills assessment tools used in the context of the “Learning by doing pedagogy”
and to provide young volunteers with a skills certificate which will allow them to value their experience in a professional setting.
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1.COMMUNICATION
The following statements refer to a person's perspective on communication skills.
For each statement, please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree.

not agree
at all

Rather
disagree

1. It's hard for me to find the right words to express
myself
2. I accomplish my communication objectives
3. I can persuade others to adopt my position
4. I express myself well orally
5. Others would describe me as warm
6. I reveal how I feel to others
7. I tell people when I feel close to them
8. Other people think I understand them
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Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewha
t agree

Totally
agree

9. When I've been wronged, I confront the person who
wronged me
10. I take charge of the conversations I am in by
negotiating the topics we talk about
11. I find it difficult to defend myself
12. I defend my rights
13. I let others know that I understand what they are
saying
14. During conversations with my friends, I perceive not
only what they say, but also what they do not say.
15. I allow my friends to see who I really am
16. My friends really believe that I care about them.
17. I try to look others in the eye when talking to them.
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2. PROBLEM SOLVING
Please consider each of the following statements as if it applies to you now.
For each statement, please place an "X" in the space that best describes you.
not agree
at all

Rather
disagree

1. I demonstrate originality in my work
2. I am creative when asked to work with limited
resources
3. I identify ways to recombine resources to produce
new products
4. I find new uses for existing methods or equipment
5. I think outside the box
6. I identify opportunities for new services/products
7. The freedom to be creative and original is extremely
important to me.
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Neither
agree nor
disagree

Somewh
at agree

Totally
agree

3. PERSEVERANCE
The following statements refer to different skills, which may or may not be familiar to you.

Never

Rarely

Occasio
nally

1. If I start a mission, I finish it, even if I'm tired
2. Even if there are distractions, I continue to
work in a focused manner
3. I am very demanding of myself when I work
4. Even after a setback or failure, I continue to
accomplish the task incumbent on me
5. I work with clear objectives
6. Only important reasons can make me change
my plans
7. Even if the mission is difficult, I start working
on it immediately
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Often

Most
of the
time

Still

Could you describe an experience that describes how you used/did not use these skills?

4. RISK MANAGEMENT
Please treat each of the following statements as if they apply to you today.
For each statement, please place an "X" in the space that best describes you.
not agree
at all

Rather
disagree
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Neither
agree nor

Somewh
at agree

Totally
agree

disagree
1. My recognition and risk assessment skills are
strong.
2. There is not much you can do about risk.
3 Risks cannot really be managed.
4. I understand a lot about how to manage risk
5. Risk management is a learned skill
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Self‐assessment 2 – FR – Alpes de Lumière
Last name :
First name :
ABOUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Carried out at the end of the project, this questionnaire aims to complete the evaluation by the participants of their transversal skills. After
evaluating their skills in Communication, Problem Solving, Perseverance and Risk Management, we are interested in a last type of transversal
skills, linked to the Spirit of Growth. Finally, we take stock of the technical skills specific to the site and which were acquired during the experience.
1. SPIRIT OF GROWTH
The following statements can describe opposite ways of behaving in general. There are no good or bad behaviors. The numbered scale
represents you. For each sentence, please indicate which level is closest to what you consider representative of your behavior by circling the
corresponding number.
I avoid difficult situations

…..1..…2…..3…..4.….5…..6…..7.….8…..9..…10..…

I accept difficult situations

Faced with obstacles, I feel like
giving up

…..1..…2…..3…..4.….5…..6…..7.….8…..9..…10..…

Faced with obstacles, I
want to persevere

I consider the effort useless

…..1..…2…..3…..4.….5…..6…..7.….8…..9..…10..…

I see effort as the path to
mastery

I ignore negative feedback or
reviews, even if they are

…..1..…2…..3…..4.….5…..6…..7.….8…..9..…10..…

I can learn from negative
feedback and criticism
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helpful
I feel that the success of others
threatens me and my image

…..1..…2…..3…..4.….5…..6…..7.….8…..9..…10..…

I find lessons and
inspiration in the success of
others

2. RESTORATION OF A CALADE
In the list below, please tick the corresponding box if the skill is acquired in your opinion. The same question will be asked to the technical
supervisor concerning you, in order to compare them. "Under control" means that the supervisor gives you permanent instructions. “In
autonomy”, that you can carry out the task alone.
The technical skills listed below (know-how and theoretical knowledge) may not have been covered during the project, in which case no box
should be filled in, even if you think you have mastered the skill in question thanks to previous experience.

KNOW-HOW
Observation / diagnosis / proposal
Determine the stones to be replaced
Dimensioning and tracing
Provide the volume and type of stones needed
Stone size
Trim a stone to the peak
Carve a stone
General

UNDER CONTROL IN AUTONOMY
I KNOW
I KNOW
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Sort, arrange the stones according to their destination
Cutting / roughing / squaring stones
Use stones wisely
Use tools correctly
Meet deadlines
Adapt to the existing
Comply with safety rules

















KNOW
The vocabulary of stone and its implementation
The vocabulary of pruning tools and their function
The stone I use, its characteristics, its origin, its behavior
The vocabulary of tools and their function
The stone I use, its characteristics, its origin, its behavior
The impactsite tourist
The name of the chapel at the top of the hill
The name and use of the garden located downstream of the calade

I KNOW
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